
LIVE DEALER PROVIDER



Grazgame has developed a unique
and masterpiece-level remote
gaming platform with an advanced
auto-scalable video broadcasting
solution ready to serve various
devices and browser types, both on
desktop and mobile, with an ultra
low latency technology. The system
has a wide flexible configuration
optioning for partners with multi-
tenancy, multi-lingual and multi-
currency operations., 24/7 technical
support is being provided to ensure
smooth and flawless customer
experience.



Our team consists of professional
specialists with over 15 years of
experience in land-based casinos,
highly skilled developers and live
streaming engineers.



WEALSOOPERATE BASIC CASINO GAMES ON
MOBILE, TABLET ANDDESKTOPMODES.



Grazgame’s software is highly
attractive in terms of game rules and
industry standards. The
professional, user-friendly and
superior design makes the player
game experience close to real casino
environment.



COMPREHENSIVE AND CONVENIENT
LOBBY OF LIVE DEALER GAMES



OUR
OFFERING



Proceeds

Scope
Streams are broadcasted from the studio facilities containing
a full range of gaming tables such as roulette, blackjack,
baccarat and others managed by the live dealers. All games
are played in real time. The qualification and experience of
all dealers, pit bosses and studio personnel meet industry
standard. Studios are under permanent live surveillance.
There is also a round-the-clock recording process of all video
broadcasts of the games along with all round-dedicated data
for each game.
Players can chat with the dealer and other players on the
same table in real time.

Easy and quick integration via the API, wide customization
choices. Operators pay a Setup Fee followed by the recurring
monthly installments determined as a % of an entire
turnover referred to as Gross Gaming Revenue. GGR is the
difference between the total of wagers and the value of
payouts.

1. LIVE CASINO BROADCAST STUDIOS | API INTEGRATION
The first and core segment of the live dealer streaming



Proceeds

Scope
Despite being a relatively new concept, the segment of on-
premises streaming from land-based casinos is rather
spectacular and promising. This model has been soaring
from day one and we will not be surprised if it becomes
dominant of the industry in a few years’ time simply due to
the fact that it takes the live dealer streaming to the very
extreme and offers the players a real land-based casino
experience and comfort in their daily surroundings.

We have taken proactive steps in this direction and
currently operate this model with minimal costs for the
land-based casino.Whereas in second case, the land-based
casino can also use our i-gaming platform with its own
corporate website design and convenient back-office
supporting detailed financial and game statistics along
with other gaming features.

2. ON-PREMISES STREAMING FROM LAND-BASED CASINOS
On-premises streaming has a good chance to become a dominant business

model in industry



STREAMING FROMCASINO



Proceeds

Scope
More and more operators are willing to offer a unique
experience to their customers. And the best way to achieve
this aspiring prospect is to top the live gaming sensation
with exclusively branded gambling environment. As a
provider, we are fully prepared and committed for this
challenge and look forward to make the dedicated table
service as an essential part of our portfolio.

Similar as in first case, the operators pay a Setup Fee
followed by the monthly revenue share fees from the
GGR(Gross Gaming Revenue). We can provide also our
gambling platform with a customized website, convenient
back-office with a technical and detailed statistics.

3. LIVE STUDIO SETUP | DEDICATED TABLES
Setup of a land-based live broadcasting studio at your place



The risk assessment is one of the
most important questions in online
gaming industry. Our protocols
validate the systemminute byminute
to ensure a high level of security for
both players and operators. Our risk
management and fraud prevention
teams control the live video
broadcasting and monitor the actual
game process. This approach allows
us to identify in a real-time manner
the potential threats and breaches
and take urgent, appropriate actions
in case of necessity.



Flexible pricing options for
operators, aggregators and custom
solutions seekers.



www.grazgame.com info@grazgame.com

We appreciate your time and consideration. Should you have any question
with regard to this paper please feel free to contact us at your convenience.

LIVE • TRUE • YOURS


